THREE DIMENSIONAL PICTURES FOR THOM'S PARABOLIC UMBILIC
by A. N. GODWIN i. Introduction.
Thorn [3] has introduced the seven elementary catastrophes in R 4 . The most complicated and perhaps the most interesting of these is the last in Thorn's list, which he calls the parabolic urnbilic. In his book [3] and papers [i, 2] he has drawn some qualitative sketches of some two dimensional sections of the surface used in applications of the theory. Here we give more accurate pictures of this surface based on quantitative computer analysis. The parabolic umbilic is given by the formula give rise to V^. with isolated non degenerate stationary points and such c are called regular points^ the remaining points belong to the bifurcation set, B (cR 4 ) corresponding to those potentials which have coincidences amongst their stationary points. The main objective of this paper is to analyse B and to draw the intersections of B with the four three-dimensional coordinate hyperplanes of R 4 .
The secondary objective is to draw the Maxwell set which we now define. In each component of R 4 -B there are o, i or 2 minima and o or i maxima (saddle points being ignored). The Maxwell convention assigns a preference to the lower minimum if more than one exist. So in those components with two minima we pick out the set of points representing V^ with two equal minima as the Maxwell set. In applications the catastrophe set is important, since this is the set representing possible discontinuities n8 A. N. GODWIN in space-time. The catastrophe set comprises two types of point; (i) those points of the set B which separate regions that differ by one in the number of minima; (ii) (in some applications) the Maxwell set; and so can be deduced from our diagrams.
Two dimensional sections of B*
Stationary points of (i) To get at the details of^, v sections we split the discussion into the three cases ^>o, ==0, t<o.
(I) ^>o. -For ^>o we see from (7) that the range ofjy for which real points occur is the semi-infinite interval y^-w, the quintic for u having a triple real root at jy==-w and two complex roots. From (9), (10), (n) we see that points of interest are j/==-w, j^==±V(-tf6) and jy==-w|^Jc.^/{w|2^-i/io). The points j/=±-\/[-1/6] correspond to imaginary u and we do not consider them further here. y=-w gives u==o, y==-4.W 3 -2tw and by using (i) lim ((fo/^)=+ OC S (ii) symmetry; we see that
we have a cusp on the y-axis, pointing in the v decreasing direction. This will hold for all w, y=-w^dz^/O^2^-^/io] is real for z^^^/s (>o), but for such negative w we have -^/^A/D^2/^ -^/io]< -2^/5< -w so that these y values give imaginary u. Thus we need only consider w^'\/[5^/2], and since for such w
these points do not complicate the picture at y == -w. Now from (n) dvjdu^>o, except for perhaps exceptional points, these being just the points where dvjdu is undefined due to the vanishing of ^oy 2 -\-l2wt-{-(^t i.e. and since for w>o,
dvjdu decreases through both cusps (compare (13)) so that branches are on opposite sides of the common tangent. To establish that picture is always as given in Fig (8)).
Letting j^==(-^/5+^) we find . This form is predicted by use of (9) and (10) to show that jy=o, -2^/5 are cusps, (12) to show dvfdu changes to give a two sided cusp at -2^/5 and a one sided cusp at j/==o. (15) is then used as in the t>o case to show that the y=2w^ cusp is inside the curve going to infinity. (n) then shows using the limit as j-^o that v=o is tgt to the cusp at (o, o) which completes the demonstration. The point given by y=-w is as in t>o, a downward cusp.
With t = w = o there is now only the problem of point u == v == o which by consideration of (n) can be seen to have v===o as a tangent line to the curve, so we have a parabola like curve.
In the case w<o we have no real cusp points for j;=-2w/5 and y=o is a real isolated point. The y===-w point is a downward cusp.
In -From (7) we see that in this case there can be two ranges ofjy that give real u, one range being a finite interval giving rise to a bounded part of the {u, v) curve, the other a semi-infinite interval corresponding to curves studied in (I) and (II). FIG. 3 The end points of these y ranges depend for each fixed t on w and can be seen clearly in the {y, w) diagram Fig. 3 as straight lines. At the end points of theses-intervals u==o and v will be given by -^-2tw, ± (4^/3)V'[-^/6], These (v, w) curves for fixed t are given in Fig. 4 , a cubic with two horizontal tangent lines.
Using results summarised in Fig. 3, 4 and considering dvjdu we know the general form of the curve for each w, t but certain features need more detailed analysis. These features are: types of intersection with axis of symmetry M=O; possible cusps; possible double points.
The downward cusp of (I) and (II) will occur at y=. 1 u fhe unbounded part moves upwards as w decreases and the bounded part moves downwards. Thus the unbounded part remains between the cusps and only intersects as given by the computer drawn graphs.
State Space, Component Types and Maxwell Set.
Since the components of R 4 -B contain only potentials with same number and type of stationary points we may define the type of each component by its set of stationary points. Given a point in R 4 -B we may ascertain its type by first solving (7) and (8) for stationary points (x,y) and then use the Hessian at these points to classify them. Since only one point for each component is required to label the regions of the 3 dimensional pictures, calculations were done for various w and v with u==o and t=-6. Sufficient points were chosen so that all regions of the three dimensional pictures in Fig. 5-16 could be labelled. These calculations showed that it was possible to have the following stationary sets -i saddle point, i minimum and 2 saddle points, 2 minima and 3 saddle points, i maximum and 2 saddle points or i maximum, i minimum and 3 saddle points, the quintic equation for stationary point x values confirming the upper limit of 5 points in these patterns. Since the saddle points are not used in the applications of the theory, only the proper stationary points are referred to in the diagrams. Zeeman has pointed out to me that turning the potential upside down will interchange maxima and minima which might be useful in some applications. This changed situation can, of course, be easily read off the diagrams presented in this paper. In fact, to relate most closely to the hyperbolic and elliptic umbilic where there can only be one attractor state, we should look at the present pictures this way round.
We are thus in a position to find from the figures the points of the catastrophe set which also are part of B.
To find the Maxwell set, which was defined in § i, we need further calculations in the region of R 4 On the three dimensional pictures the labels concentrate on geometric features such as cusp edges, lines of intersection of different parts of B and some special points. Of these special points the elliptic and hyperbolic points have already been defined in § 2. The parabolic point then seems a natural name for the origin of coordinates. The name swallow-tail point has been given to a pair of points because of the similarity of three dimensional neighbourhoods to one of simpler catastrophy diagrams, Thorn [3] . Further certain transverse points where a cusp edge cuts another part of B have been indicated. The two dimensional inset diagrams include the component type information and the Maxwell set and are sections of the three-dimension diagram in the same figure. Some of the special points have also been indicated to aid tying together the main diagram with its sections. The inset (^, v) diagrams are copies of computer drawn diagrams which together with the analysis of § 2 were used in visualising the three-dimensional surfaces. To get some idea of the four-dimensional B we can consider the (< controlling The final set of pictures, Fig. 14-16 , have except for a few well documented points a large element of visual deduction from previous figures and do not necessarily have the accuracy of the earlier diagrams. For these figures v is the missing variable.
Conclusions.
With this paper there are now fairly detailed pictures available for the discontinuity surface for all of Thorn's seven elementary catastrophes. However, Thorn himself has used cross-sections of the bifurcation surface of the parabolic umbilic (mark 2) V== x^y + (^+y) /4 + tf + wx 2 -ux-vy in his book [3] and his later applications of the theory to the subject of linguistics. The diagrams corresponding to those of this paper for this new family of potentials show many interesting new features. The author hopes to present these in a subsequent paper.
